
2. Phonology

2.1 Phonemes

There are four vowels (i, u, 3, a), two semi-vowels (y, w) and 20 consonants

in Paiwan (Tjuabar). The articulatory positions and manners of consonants

are as follows:

Table 1. Consonants



The syllable structure is (C)V(C). A consonant cluster within a syllable has

never been discovered. A word may be composed of one or more syllables.

The a vowel will appear automatically when two consonants are next to each

other within a word due to reduplication or affixation. This additional q,

however, will be lost in rapid speech, especially when it follows a nasal

consonant /n, u, or t).

Stress always falls on the penultimate vowel. Thus it is non-phonemic.

The stressed vowel is always a little longer than the unstressed ones.

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations

Two neighbouring identical vowels will be reduced to one in Paiwan, e.g.

k-Qm-Qsa-ai)a > k-om-Qsa-rja 'have cooked'; mi-isik > m-isik 'to urinate'. In

addition, there are two important morphophonemic alternations: /w ~ v/, and

/m ~ n/.

2.2.1 w - V

A word-final /w/ will change to a /v/ when a vowel-initial suffix is added.

Thus in the following comparison:

(a) s-om-Qnaw 'to wash' : sonav-u 'Wash!'

(b) kasiw 'wood' : pu-kasiv-an 'a room to store wood'

Thus stem final /w/ alternates with a labio-dental /v/. It must be noted,

however, that the suffix which causes stem final /w/ to change to /v/ must be

monosyllabic. If the suffix contains two or more syllables, and thus bears

main stress after suffixation, the alternation is prohibited. For example, in

ki-kasiw-aija 'the wood has been collected', and ki-kasiw-akon 'I collect

wood', /v/ is not substituted for the /w/.

2.2.2 m - n

Infix -pm-, when inserted into the first syllable of a stem, can derive a verb

from a noun, e.g. kava 'clothes', and k-gm-ava 'to put on clothes'. It also

marks the present aspect of a verb like k-Qin-an 'to eat', s-om-upu 'to count'.

When -om- is preceded by a labial sound, or the second syllable of the stem

has a labial initial that is preceded by /a/, the -Qm- will be changed to -on-.

Examples are: p-on-aysu 'to pound' (cf paysu 'rice'), t-Qn-(Q)vQ!a 'to answer'

(cf fQVP/a-u 'Answer!').
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